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lntroduction
One of the obiectives of EP.ts indoor air
quality (IAQ program is o provide gui-

dance on ways to reduce indívidual expo$ue

to pollutants. An IAQ model for calculating
pollutant concentr¿tions from sources and

individual exposure due to the sources was

developed to support this obiective. The
model, called Ð(POSI RE, is based on the

IAQ model INDOOR (Spa¡ks' 1988). EXPO-
SIIRE c¿lculates the pollutant concentration

as a function of time for each room of the

building. The calcutated concentrations a¡e

used to predict individual erposr¡re.

The concestration time curves predicted

by Ð(POSIIRE are compared with those

measu¡ed in several IAQ test house experi-

ments. This paper does not discuss the expo-

sure predictions.

The Model
There are numerous IAQ models desigaed

for a wide range of purposes (McNall et al.,

1985). Most of the models aÍ¡sume well mixed
zones and a¡e based on solution of mass bal-

ance equations. INDOOR was developed to

provide an €t¡y-to-use generally available

IAQ model that allowed rapid analysis of the

effects of a wide range of sources' sinks, air
cleanes, and ventilation on indoor pollutant

concentr?tions. EXPOSURE was developed

to expand the ideas of INDOOR to allow

analysis of effects of sourceù sinkq air clea-

nes, and ventilation on individual esposu¡e-

EXPOSURE is a multi-zone mass balance

model similar to many of the available IAQ

ti
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models. The emphasis of this paper is on the

comparison of the model predictions and ex-

perimental data so only a brief description 9f
the model is presented here. See Sparks and

Tircker (1990) or Sparks (1991) for more infor-

mation on the model itself.
The model treats a building as a collection

of well mixed rooms. A mass balance for

room i of N rooms gives:

v, # : coeo,; *,',ï, *c¡Q¡,¡- 
c;Q;,"

j=N

J = \t ' 
t

where C¡ is the concentr?tion in room i, C" is

the concenûation outdoors, Q"; is the airflow

from the outdoors into room i, Ç is the con-

centration in room i, Qi,, is the airflow from

room i into room i, Q," is the airflow from

room i to the outdoon¡, Q,; is the airflow

from room i into room j, Si is the source

term for pollutants produced in room i, and

& is the removal term for pollutants re-

moved in room i, including those removed

et ofidentical equa-

si¡¡ult¡nssuslY in a

multiple room model. There are numerous

methods for solving this set of equations'

EXPOSURE uses a fast discrete time step al'

gorithm developed by Yamamoto et al' (1988)

io solve the series of equations' The algo-

rithm is based on the assumption that, for

sufEciently small time steps, dt, the source

and sink terms and atl neighboring concen-

trations are constant. The exact solution to

Equation I can then be used to calculate the

concenûiation at the end of the time step'

The exact solution is:

P,
c¡ = c¡(ts¡e'I-i' +l Q - eL\ Q)

where C(to) is the concentration in room i at

time to, t is some time greater than t¡, L¡ is

Q¡o * Q.;,n t ,ì, *,Qu
V¡

and Pi is given bY:

'P;=T- t i Q¡,tClt) + Si-Ri +I
j--I,iri

room i into the IIVAC system' Q¡,¡ is the air-

flow from the IIVAC s)'stem into room i'
C¡(t) is the concenuation in room j at time t'
C" is tne outdoor concentration, and Cn is the

concentradon in the HVAC s)¡stem'

Equation 2 is stable for alt time steps and is

accurate for sufficiently small rime steps'

(The size of the time step depends on how

rapidly concentrations are changing' In most

situations a time step between 0'05 and 0'2

hour provides good results.)

Qo,¡C, + Q.r,¡C^)
(4)

Source lerms
The behavior of sources plays a major role in
determining the indoor concent¡ation as a

function of time. Sources can be divided into

a few idealized classes:

- long-term steady state sources such as

moth crystals and air fresheners;

- on/offsources such as heaten;

- decaying or wet sources such as paints,

waxes' and stains;
- burst sources such as aerosol products'

The decaying or wet sources a¡e the most

difficult source types to simulate both be-

cause the emission rates change with time

and because there are usually emissions asso-

ciated with applying the source. For exam-
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ces Írre the most
imulate both be-
hange with time
|.y emissions asso-

curce. For exam-

ple, there are emissions due to the act of
painting a wall and emissions due to the
paint on the wall. Emissions due to the ap-

plication of the source are termed application
emissions. In many cases, the application'
emissions are much smaller than the long-
term decaying emissions. Resea¡ch is needed

to bener deûne the application phase emis-

sions for many products.

Sources in EXPOSURE a¡e represented
by a first order decay equation ofthe form

ER = RoEXP(-þt) t Rafor t<tl
RoEXP(-kt)fnt>ta (5)

where ER is the emission ratq & is the in-
itial emission rate, k is a decay constãrt¡ R6

is the application emission rate, and t¡ is the
application time. This source model treats

the application phase as a steady state source

of limited duration. This type of source term
allows simulation of a wide range of source

types. Ifthe source is a steady state source, k
is equal to zero. Application phase emissions
may be associated with any t1rye of source.

The model allows sources to be turned on
and off several times during a simulation.
On/off sources are simulated by turning the
source on and off at specified times. Burst
sources are simulated by turning a source on
for a very short time.

& and k can be determined from chamber
studies (Tichenor, 1989; ASTM, 1991). In
many cases all of the emissions are accounted
for by & and k as determined by chamber
srudies. However, there a¡e sources, such as

wood stain, paint, and floor wær, where sig-
nificant emissions occur while the source is
being applied. These application phase emis-
sions are not accounted for by the chamber
studies. The value of R6 can be estimated or
at least bounded from large chamber snrdies,
test house studies, mass balance analysis of
small chamber studies, or otler experiments.

There may also be emissions that a¡e un-
accounted for due to the time lag after the
source is applied and before it is placed in

the chamber. If the time lag is short, these

emissions can probably be neglected. How-
ever, if the time lag is long then the emis-
sion rates must be corrected to account for
the missed emissions.

Estimates of source terms for several sour-
ces are given in Table l. These data are based

on experiments conducted in EPAs small
chambers and in EPAs IAQ test house. Most
of these .l,ata have been reported elsewhere,

often as a rÍrnge of values. The values given

in Tàble I represent the best estimate of the
emission rates from these sources based on
analysis of both chamber emission tests and
test house experiments. The major differ-
ences between the emission rates shown in
T¿ble I and those reported for small cham-
bers are the decay constant for wood stain
and the R¡ reported for polyurethane.

The chamber data for wood stain provide
a much higher value of k for wood stain than
that found in test house experiments. Fol-
low-up experiments on wood stain emission
rates were conducted to verift the test house

estimates of k. Vood samples were stained
and the emission rates were determined by
continuous monitoring of the weight loss

from the wood. The value of k from these

weight loss experiments was consistent with
the k from the test house experiments and
the value shown in Tàble 1.

The value of Ro for polyurethane reported
by Tichenor and Guo (1991) is based on wait-
ing t hour after the sample was varnished be-

fore it was placed in the chamber. Thus their
value of Ro is actually the emission rate at

time t : t hout, not time t : 0 houm. The
value in Tàble I was obtained by extrapola-
ting the Tichenor and Guo value back to
timet:Ohours.

The application phase emission mtes
given in Täble I are rough estimates based on
weight loss experiments and test house ex-
periments. Note that the application phase

emissions are much less than long-term
emissions. The application time, t6, is the
time required to apply the source. Consider-
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Toble I Selected tolol orgonic emission focfors.

Sou¡ce
mg/m':-h

k
rih mg/m'¿-h

Fraction
emitted

ReferenceRÀR"

Voodstai¡
Polyurethane
Vood floor war
Moth cakes
Dry cleaned clothing

20,000
20,000
20,000
14,000
l'4

0.4
0.25
6
0
0.044

1,000
1,000
1,000

0.9*
0.8r
1.0*r

Tichenor and Guo (1991)
Tichenor a¡d Guo (lÐl)

'o Tichenor a¡d Guo (l9l)
Nelms et aL (1987)
Tichenor et al. (1990a)

* From weight loss orperimentsr* From Tichenor a¡d Guo (1991)

able additional work is necessary to quantit¡
the application phase emission rares and ro
improve the model of the application phase
emissions.

The emission rate data shown in Table t
for wet sources also include the fraction of
the total amor¡nt applied that is emined.
This information is needed ro correcr the
emission rates for sinrations where the
âmount applied is different from the amount
applied during the emission rate e:rperi-
ments. If the application phase emissions are
neglecte{ the total Íutrorutr of material emit-
ted is the rmount applied times the fraction
emitted. This must equal Ro/k. Thus if the
qmount applied is different from that used in
the chamber studies, R¡, k, or both must be
corrected. Research is necessary to determine
how to make the necessary corrections. The
best guidance that can be offered now is to
keep k constant and change Re. For example,
in a test house experiment, floor wax was ap-
plied with an application of 17 glm2 com-
pared with an application of 5 glm. used in
the chamber studies of Tichenor and Guo.
The value of P.¡ used to model the wax ex-
periment must be increased to account for
the increased application. The application
phase emissions a¡e added to the corrected
emissions.

Sink Terms
Research in the EPA test house and in the
small chamber laboratory has shown that
sinks (i.e., surfaces tlat act to remove pollu-
tants from the indoor air) play a major role

in determining indoor pollutant concenrra- ;
tions. These sinks may be revenible or irre,
venible. A reversible sink re-emits the ma-
terial collected in it and an irrevenible sink
does not. The sink behavior depends on the
pollutent and the nanue of the sink. A sink
may appear to be irreversible when the pollu-
tant concentration is high and then become
reversible when the pollutant concentration
is low. Considerable rese¿uch is necessary to
define the behavior of sinks.

The sink model used in EXPOSURE is
based on the research described by Tichenor
et al. (1991):

R,: koCA¡ú-þ.M:Aùþ (6)

where P." is the nrte to the sink (mass per
unit time), lç is the sink rate constant
(len$h per time), C is the in-room pollut¡n¡
concentration (mass per length cubed), A*¡"¡.

is the area of the sink (length squared), k6 is
the re-emission or desorption rate constânt,
M" is the mass collected in the sink per unit
area (mass per length square), and n is an er(-
ponenL This model is described by Tichenor
et al. as the "Best FiC'model. V'hen n : l,
the model becomes the Langmuir model
presented by Tichenor et al.

The sink rate constant, k", is limited by
the rate that polluant molecules arrive at the
surface of the sink. If $'e assume that Ûans-
port of pollutant to the surface of the sink is
due to diffirsion (a reasonable assumption for
the low tu¡bulence situations common in in-
door spaces where the large eddies keep the
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le assumption for
,s common in in-
r eddies keep the

pollutants well mixed in the room but do not
disturb the boundary layer), k" is the depo-

sition velocity of pollutant molecules hining
the sink surface. Fuchs (1964) shows that the

value of k, can be calculated from gas kinetic
theory as:

ho: alT Q)
Y n0h)

where D is the diftrsivity of the pollutaut.

Tlpicat values of D for VOCs are between

0.02 and 0.1 m'zlh resulting in typical values

of k" between 0.08 and 0.2 m/h. Small cham-

ber data reported by Tichenor et al. (1991)

give k" values from about 0.08 to 0.45 m/h.

Vhile k" can be estimated from properties of
the pollutant¡ k¿ and n must be determined
experimentally. Tichenor et al. discuss the
problems of determining k6 and n from
small chamber daø and indicate that the

small chamber data for k¿ for some pollu-
EnVsink systems do not agree with values

estimated from test house experinents.
Best estimates of the sink constants for

various materials are given in Täble 2. These

are generalized sink rate terms and were the
terms used in all the model veriûcation stud-
ies.

Toble 2 Recommended volues of sink constonfs.

Material Polluunt k, m/h lq Yh n

Carpet

Carpet
Painted walls
and ceilings
Painted walls
and ceilings

Experiments
Considerable resea¡ch has been conducted to

veriff the model and to validate the approach

of using chanber emission åctors to predict

the pollution concentrations. The bulk of the

verification etçeriments have been conducted

in the EPA t€st house. The test house is a qpi-
cal three.Mroom ranch style house. The house

is unoccupied and unfurnished. The floor
plan for the test house is shown in Figure 1.

The house has a natural gas central forced

air heating and electric air conditioning sys-

tem. The house is ll years old and is well in-
sulated. Exhaust fans are provided in the
main bathroom and for the kitchen stove

hood. These fans were not used in the e:<-

periments discussed below.

The walls between the kitchen a¡d the
den and the kitchen and the living room are

General VOC, 0.1

perchloroethylene
p-dichlorobenzene 0.2

General VOC and 0.1

perchloroethylene
p-dichlorobenzene 0,2

0.008 I

0.008 I
0.1 I

0.008 I

Fis. I
Floor plon
of EPA IAQ
ìest house.

Mast€r
bath

Main bath

/<

Mast€r bedroom

Clos Clos

Monitoring

l
room

GarageL¡ving room

Den

Krtchen

uril

Glos

Clos

Corner
bedroom

Clos

Mlddle
b€droom
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acnrally low counters that do not block air-

flow beween the three spaces' Therefore

these three rooms can be combined into one

large room for modeling. Also the-bedroom

clo-sets can be considered as part of the bed-

rooms. Thus for nost situations the test

house is modeled as a seven-room house-

The important characteristics of the various

rooms are given in Täble 3. The IIVAC air-

flows given in Tàble 3 are based on measure'

ments made with a vane anemometer'

FIVAC airflows for other experimenß are as

given in Täble 3.

The airflows between rooms were not

measured. The model calculations are based

on the assumption=that the IIVAC flow into

all rooms, except the master bath, flows from

tle room into the hall. The IIVAC flow into

the master bathroom flows from the master

bathroom into the master bedroom and then

into the hall. The flow visualization studies

showed that there were small mixing airflows

on the order of 5-10 rt'/h from the hall into

the various rooms. These small airflows

moved counter to the bulk airfloq driven byToble 3 Model porometers for vorious rooms in lhe

IAQ test house.

Room IIVAC
flow
m'/h

Den
Hall
Middle bed¡oom
fürner bedroom
Master bed¡oom
Master bath
Mainbath

150
t2
34
33
42
l0
t2

81 830 (suPPlÐ

2 1760(retu¡n)
27 125 (suPPlÐ

27 300(suPPþ
36 325 (suPPlY)

8 60(suPPÐ
7 120 (suPPÐ

Test House Airflows
A set of e:rperiments to better define the test

house airflows and to determine the reason-

ableness of the values used in the model were

conducted. During these e:çeriments the air

handling system flows were measured' Flow

visualization snrdies to determine the nature

of the in-room and room-to-room mixing

were conducted with neunal density bal-

loons and with neutral density helium bub-

bles.
The first set of airflow measurements was

the airflows for the moth cakes experiment

were different from the airflows in other ex-

periments where the air conditioning vents

in all rooms were open. The flows for the

moth cake experiments measured in the air

handling system are shown in Täble 4' The

,l

Volume Floor Vall
area ar@

m3dm'

the ffVAC flows,

room to the hall.

Den
Middlebed¡oom
Corner bed¡ooo
Master bed¡oom
Mainbath¡oom
Master batbroom
Hall (IIVAC ren¡rn)

that moved from each

679
38

n8
280
120
280

1 5r0

63
5

r4
L4
l8

4
)

Tqble 4 Meosured oirflows in lest house for moth coke

experimenìs'

Room Measured airflow
m'/h

eled, it wÍü¡ necessary to assume that

from the corner bed¡oom closet (the
the

airflow

cities through the cracks under and

the closet door. These measurements

that the airflow into and out of the closet

between 6 and 9 m3/h. This corresPonds to

flow of about 2 to 5 closet volumes per

of the moth cakes) was much larger than

pected. Therefore, hot wire

measuremenb were made of the

(the closet volume is about 2 m3)' This is

same value of the flow necessary to make

model predictions agree with the

mental data' The flow visualization

Vhen the moth cake e:¡Periment was

ments also indicated that there was a

stantial airflow into and out of the

bedroom closet even when the closet

L '- -.=
t
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679
38

278
280
t20
280

I 510

riment was mod-
ume that the flow
loset (the location
:h larger than ex-
¡ire anemometer
f the airflow velo-
mder and around
,urements showed
t of the closet was

l corresponds to a
volumes per hour
2mt). This is the

:ssary to make the
with the experi-
ualization experi-
there was a sub-
rut of the corner
n the closet door

{
Ë

was closed. The visualization studies indica-

ted that there was flow berween the corner

bedroom closet and the hallway and the cor-

ruer bedroom closet and the master bedroom." 
-

TLacer gas experiments were conducted to

estimate the room-to-roorn airflows when

the air handler was off' These experiments

showed that the room-to-room airfl'ows were

of the same order as the room-to-room air-

flows with the air handler on. Model calcula-

dons show that the airflows would have to be

.reduced by a factor of five or more to signifi'
cantly affect pollutant transport from room

to room.
Blower door and tracer gas sildies were

conducted to determine the air exchange be'

nveen the house and the outdoors. These ex-

periments covered a wide range of condi-
tions of house operation (e.g., air handler
on/off, windows open/closed) and a range of
æmperanre differences between indoors and

outdoors. In addition to these air exchange

specific measurements, ú exchange meas-

urements were routinely conducted as part of
each experiment conducted in the test house.

For most of the year the air exchange be-

tween the house and the outdoors ranges

from 0.3 to 0.5 air changes per hour (ACH).

For some experiments conducted in the

spring air exchange rates between 0.2 and

0.3 ACH were measured. The tracer gas data

were used to develop a correlation between

air exchange, ACH, the temperature differ-
ence between the indoors and outdoors, DT,
and the wind speed, VS, measured at the
test house:

ACÃ@erlnur) = 0.2044 + 0.0124DT(c)
+ 0.0243tV5(mlÐ (8)

This correlation was used to supplement ua-
cer gas measurement.

\?henever possible, airflows within the

house should be determined by direct obser-

vation instead of by tracer gas mqrsurements.
The use of t¡acer gas measurements intro-
duces circular logic into the model verifica-

tion process. \ü7hen tracer gas measurements

are made, a model similar to the model being

verified is used to estimate the airflows from

the tracer concentration measurements.

These airflows are tlen used in a model to

estimate pollutant concentrations. Even

though the models may not be identical, the

basic assumptions used in the various mod-

els are essentially the same. The practice fol-

lowed in the test house experiments is to
make direct measurements whenever pos'

sible, especially when the values necessary to
provide agreement between the model and

the experimental data seem unusual, for ex-

ample in the moth crystal experiment. It
must be noted, however, that tracer gas ex'
periments remain a valuable tool for estimat-

ing indoor to outdoor and room-to'room air-

flows. Additional house characterization tests

were conducted and are reported by Jackson
et al. (1987).

Five different sets of experiments are dis-

cussed below. The five e:rperiments cover a

wide range of sources. The experiments were

conducted to determine the feasibility of
using chamber emission data and the model

to predict test house pollutant conc€ntrations.

Morh Gokes
Five moth cakes were placed in the corner

bed¡oom closet of the test house. The moth

cakes were laid on the shelves, providing an

area for emission of 570 cm2' The air con-

ditioning system operated continuously for
the entire experiment. The test house tem-

peranrre was maintained at 25'C. The rela-

tive humidity was 50 r- 10 % throughout the

test. The p-dichlorobenzene emission rate

from moth cakes as determined by Nelms et

al. (1987) was 1.4 mglcmz-h' The actual

amount of p-dichlorobenzene emined was

determined by weighing the moth cakes be-

fore they were placed in the closet and after

they were removed from the closet' The
emission rate calculated from the weight loss

was 1.36 mglcm2-h. Input data for the moth
cakes modeling are given in Table 5.
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Concentrations of p-dichlorobenzene were

measured in the closet, in the corner.bed-
room, in the master bedroom, and in the

den. În'o sets of p-dichlorobenzene measure-

ments were made.-One set of measurements

was made by collecting samples in airtight
syringes. The syringe samples were then in-
jected directly into a gas chromatograph
(GC) with an electron c¿pture detector

(ECD). The second set of samples was collec-

ted by adsorbing saräples on Tenax. The Ïb-
nÐ( was desorbed and the resulting gas was

analyzed with the same GCÆCD sPtem

used to analyze the direct injection samples.

The samples were collected once a day for 4
days. The first measurement was made 3

days after the moth cakes were placed in the

closet. The moth cakes were removed from
the closet after 10 days, and p-dichloroben-

zene measurements were made for an addi-

tional 4 dap (Clayton et al., 1988; Tichenor

et al.,l990b).
The comparison of the model predictions

and the measu¡ed p-dichlorobenzene con-

centrations is given in Figure 2. The impact

of the sinks on the p'dichlorobenzene con-

centration in the house is ofspecial interest.

A mass balance analysis of the p-dichloro- ;
benzene test house data that neglects sinks

c:ln account for about 600/o of the total mass

emined. This missing ma{¡s is the mass that

is collected by the sinks (Tichenor et al.,

1990b). The sinks reduce the concentration

by about 50% during the time that the moth

cakes a¡e in the test house.

Re-emissions from the sinks c¿use a mod-

erately high p-dichlorobenzene concentra-

tion in the test house for the eutire e:çeri-
ment. In fact, p-dichlorobenzene was still de-

tectable in the test house more tlan 2 years

after the end of the experiment.
The e>çerimental data and the model pre-

dictions show that the small chamber

sion factors for p-dichlorobenzene can

used with the model to estimate

benzene concentrations in a building.
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Toble 5 Model input for onolysis of moth coke experi-
menl.

Source strength : 1.4 mg/cm'-h (from Nelms et al.'

1987)
Air exchange with outdoors = 0.35 ACH (SFó data)

Air exchange between closet and bed¡oom = 9 m'/h
(hot wire meåsr¡¡ement)
Air circulation due to air handling system is as

measured (see Tàble 4)
Air exchange witl outdoors is evenly divided between

rooms.
Sink lç = 0.2 úlh
Si¡k l<¿ = 0.008/h

Kerosene Heqter ExPeriments
The particulate emissions from two types of
kerosene he¿ter were evaluated in the test

house. In each q{periment the heater was

placed in the den. The heater wrui operated

with a window in the den open 5 cm. The
particulate emission åctors for use in the

model were determined from large chamber

sildies (V'hite et al.' 1987). Particulate meas-

urements were made in the den, the master

bedroom, and the corner bedroom. The sam'

ples were collected on Pallflex filters using 4

cûn (113 L/m) samplers. Filters were changed

every 6 h and the total sampling time was 12

h. SF6 measurements showed that the air q<-

change with the outdoors was 0.5 ACH. The
sink rate constant was based on the depo-

sition velocities for small particles calculated

from Fuchs (1964). Room-to'room airflows
were assumed to be as shown in Täble ó. The
comparison be¡peen mear¡urements and e:<-

periments is shown in Tàble 7. The experi-

mental data and sampling details for the ker-

osene heater experiments are reported in

Jackson et al. (1988) and Tichenor et al.

(leeOb).

Dry Cleoned Clolhing
The impact of dry cleaned clothing on IAQ
and possible mitigation options were evalua-

ted in a series of experiments in the test

Toble ó Room-lo-room oirflows used kerosene heoþr modeling, flows in m3lh'

nputer Model
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house. The clothing was taken to a commer- over a range of perchloroethYlene concentra-

cial dtT cleaner where it was dry cleaned tions. The GC was calibrated every morning

along with tbe cleaner's normal business' before anY samPles were uken, and its Per-

The clothing was placed in a plastic bag Per formance was checked every3hduringthe

nonnal industrY Pracuce' The cle¿ned cloth- day by iniecting wo liquid PerchloroethY-

mg was picked uP from the cleaner as soon lene standa¡ds. The.samPle chromatog¡ams

as possible after cleaning was comPleted and had well defined and easilY identifiable Per-

transported to the test house and hung in the chloroethYlene Peaks'

closet of the corner bedroom and the closet The- air exchange rate between the house

doors were closed' The IIVAC system was and the outdoors was determined on the first

operated normallY (i-e'' in an ory'offcycle de- day of each test bY use of SFo tracer gas.

by the need for air conditioning)' Details of the chasrber and test house

A full descriPtion of the experiment is given periruents are given bY Tichenor ettermined

by Tichenor et al' (1e88).

The test senes consisted of wo experr-

ments where the clothing was stored in the

closet with the Plastic bag off; one expen-

ment where the clothing was stored in the

closet with the Plastic bag on; and one ex-

periment where the clothing was aired out

for 4 hours prior to being Placed in the clo-

set.
for the dry cleaning ex-

The source term
from small cham-

periment was determined

ber exPeriments' Test house concentrations

were determined collecting samPles 1nby
were then im-

gastight synnges. The samPles

mediatelY iniected into a GC with an ECD. ing e:qPeriment provided a more

The GC was with liquid samPles test of the model than did the moth
calibrated
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thylene concentra-

É
L

ted every moming
aken, and its per-

:ry3hduringthe

between the
rmined on the first
iF. uacer gas.

and test house
Tichenor et

ent was conducted
the sink effect

re sink experiment
was re-emining

rts to better
later (Tichenor

rents showed
erence between
i and other surfaces
differences in sink
modeling.
rm \4'as not steady

ring the dry clean-
r more complicated
tid the moth cakes

Jomporison of model
ons ond meosuremenls
cleoned clothing experi-

4

and kerosene heater tesa. The results of the

comparison between the model and experi-

mental data are shown in Figure 3.

Tichenor et al. (1990a) report that the

variability between experiments is probably"

due to normal variations in the dry cleaning

process. The model predictions are in fair
.gr."m"nt with the experimental data for

rhese experiments. Uncertainty in the source

emission rates is the major cause of uncer-

tainty in the model analYsis.

Aerosol Sproy Product
Because aerosol producs are commonly used

indoors and because the amount of material

released by a single use of the product can be

quite large, a series of experiments to deter-

mine the impact of aerosol product use on

IAQ was conducted. An aerosol spot

remover was chosen to represent the behav-

ior of aerosol products. Note that the pur-
pose of these orperiments was to define the

behavior of aerosol products t1'pified by high
release of material in a very short (a few sec-

onds) time. Spot remover was selected as the

aerosol product because ofthe ease ofanalyz-
ing for perchloroethylene.

The chemical composition of the product

was determined by GC analysis. The spot

remover was 20o/o perchloroethylene' The

amount of perchloroethylene emined was de-

termined by weighing the can before and after

each use and the chemical composition infor-

mation. The application time was less than 5

seconds. The spot remover was applied to a
cloth to simulate acû.ral use of the product.
'In the orperiment the spot remover con-

taining perchloroethylene was used in the

main bathroom and measurements of per-

chloroethylene made in the den, main bath-

room, and master bed¡oom. Gas samples

were obtained using gastight syringes. The
syringe samples were then injected directly
into the GC with ECD to determine the per'

chloroethylene concentrlation. As in previous

experiments the GC was calibrated with li-
quid standards over a range of perchloroe-

thylene concentrations daily and its perfor-

mance was checked periodicallY.

Information on sinks developed in the

small chambers was incorporated into the

model for these experiments.
The results for the den are shown in Fig-

ure 4.
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and wind speed were monitored for these ex-

periments. These data were used to calculate

air exchange rates during periods when dir-
ect tracer gas measurements of air exchange

were not made.
The emission rates for this e:rperiment

were calculated using the constants given in
Thble 1. The value of Re was adiusted to ac-

count for different applications of product.

The sink rate constants developed in cham-

ber studies and previous test house studies

were used in the modeling' The model calcu-

lations are based on hourly air exchange

rates cålculated from Equation 8. The results

of the modeling for total hydrocarbons in the
den for the three products a¡e shown in Fig-
ures 5, 6, and 7. Predictions and meÍNil¡re-

ments for other rooms are quite similar and

Ítre not shown. Note that the presence of the
re-emining sink causes concentrations to re-

main high for well over 14 daYs.

Quonlitotive ComPqr¡son
of Model qnd Doto
Because there is little guidance in the techni-
cal literatr¡re on the evaluation of IAQ mod-
els, it seems reasonable to apply evaluation

concepts from the outdoor air quality litera-

40 60 80
-fime (hrs)

100 120 1¡10 160

flrre to evaluating EXPOSURE. These evalu'
ation concepts include qualitative compari-
sons of fit between model predictions and

data and quantitative statistical criteria- The

comparisons between model predictions and

orperimental data shown in Figure 2

through 7 provide qualitative indications
that EXPOSURE provides reasonable agree-

ment with experimental dau. The quantita-

úve indications of how well the model fits
the data are discussed in this section.

Several different methods of analyzing the

agreement between the model predictions

and experimental data are possible (Hanna,

1988). The first set of methods discussed be-

low assess the general agrcement between the

model and the data. The second set of me-

thods assess the possible bias in the model.

Three methods used to assess the general

agreement between the model predictions

and the experimental data are as follows.
The absolute value of the average frac'

tional residual between the observed and
predicted concentration; the correlation coef-

ficient between observed and predicted con-

centration; and the normalized mean square

error. T¡¡o methods used to assess the pos-

sible bias in the model are the normalized

20

Floor wax source area 6 sq m

¡

I
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or fractional bias and the bias based on the

variance of the concengations.
The absolute value of the average fraction-

al residual between the measu¡ed or observed

concentration, q, and the predicted concen-

Eation, cn, is given-bY:

i aósl
C

and the interecePt, a, is given bY:

o : Co- b'C"

(9) 
The methods used to assess model bias are:

The normalized or fractional bias (FB) is

given by:

z.(c\-c") G4)

-

Co+ C"

FB ranges from -2 to 2 with a value of 0 indi-

cating Perfect agrcement.

A similar index of bias (FS) based on the

variance of the concentrations is given by:

2' (ozCo-ozC") (I5)
dC, + êC"

The model verification statistics are given in
Table 8. The statistics shown in Täble 8 indi-

cate that the model predictions are generally
bias in
highlY
e sloPe

of the regression line is close to I for all c¿ses

and the intercept is less than l0% of the aver-

cake experiment the murimum relative re-

sidual for atl the experiments is 54%'

on IAQ Test House wilh Predictions of on IAQ Computer Model

b = 2 l(c"-
t2lG"

c"). (cp- cþ)l
- c,)'f (r2)

(13)

i=l
n

The absolute value of the fractional residual

gives a general sense of how well the model

fits the data. The absolute value of the frac'

tional residual for an ideal model would be

of the same order as the experimental error

in the data.

The correlation coefficient between ob-

served concentration, q, and predicted con-

centration' cn is given bY:

tZ Go - con' 12 Go- cr)'l (lo)

The correlation coefrcient ranges from -1to

l, with I indicating a strong direct relation-

ship, 0 indicating no relationship, and -1in-

dicating a strong inverse relationship'

The normalized me'n square error

(NMSE) is given bY:

rcuÚ tÇ'e,) ol)

The NMSE has a value of 0 when there is

perfect aseenent for all pain of q and q:.Td
iends toward higher values as cn and q diffe¡'

differences
is nea¡ 0.5

NMSE is

near 8 for differences of an order of magninrde'

The least squares best fit regression line

between % and co provides useful infor-

mation on how well the model fits the data'

The ideal line has a slope of l, an intercept of
0, and a regression t' of 1. The slope, b, of the

line is given bY:

The large error for the moth cake experi-

ment comes from three data points in the

closet, both Tènæt and direct iniection dau

for day 6 and the Tènax data for day 8' There

is no reason to reject these points, so they

were used in the comparisons in Thble 8'

A review of the residuals beween predic'

ted and measured concentrations for all the

experiments indicates that the uncertainty io
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foble 8 Model verificotion slotistics.

Experiment Average Correlation
absolute value coefficient
ofrelative
residual

NMSE FB FS Regression Regression
intercçt r'

Regression
slope

Aerosol
Floor wax
Moth cakes
(all data)
Polyurethane
lfood stain

0.1

0.t7
0.47

0

0.54

0.99
0.96

--0.97

0.86
0.90

0.28
0.1ó

0.22
0.21

0.05
0.19
0.57

0.9
1.04
t.2

-0.19

7.t
0

0.98
1.00
0.89

0.093 0.22
-0.07 -0.28

0.23 0.22

0.t2 0.21
0.03 0.08

0.93
0.95

1.03
0.95

iomputer Model
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(12)

(ls )

(13)

the source emission rate is probably the ma-
jor source of error in the model predictions.
The ma:<imum residuals occur in the first
few hours when the concentration is domi-
nated by tle sou¡ce.

Conclusions
Based on the qualitative and quantitative
comparisons between model predictions and

test house measurements, it appears that EX-
POSURE does a good iob of predicting in-
door pollutant cqncentrations. The quality of
the predictions provided by EXPOSURE, as

is the c¿se for any model, depends on the
quality of the input data. Source emission
data from chamber studies are adequate for
modeling purposes.

Additional research on model verification
for a wider range of sources and a wider
range of indoor environments is planned.

Experiments in multi-story and commercial
buildings are planned as part of this effort.

Model Avoilobiliry
The model Sparks (1991), including disks for
MS-DOS computers and the manual, is
available from the National Tèchnical Infor-
mation Service (NTIS), in Springfield, VA.
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